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A brief guide to the RSL course for
students

This brand new course for September 2020 really suits students
who:

● Are absolutely passionate about performing many styles of
rock and pop music

● Have evidence of strong performing ability on their chosen
instrument/voice (grades/live audition)

● Want to improve their instrumental/vocal skills even
further through consistent practice

● Enjoy working independently to develop their musical skill
● Enjoy working as part of a group or band to develop musical

material for a gig/concert
● Are confident public performers who actively enjoy

performing live (rather than being ‘made to’)
● Are comfortable with assignment-based projects which

include making recordings, as well as producing written
evidence of work

The Units In Brief

2 Core units plus a choice of 4 options to total 20 credits
(i.e.one further unit)
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Expectations for entry onto the RSL course

● As live performance is a large part of this course,
students must have proven ability on their
instrument/voice. As an approximation, grade 3 is a
reasonable expected level for students to have
achieved at the start of year 10.If students do not
have official grades, an audition piece will need to
be prepared for Mr Glover to hear live,and to use as
the basis for advice for the student, before the
options process comes to an end. Please email
sglover@queenelizabeths.com to arrange this informal
audition.

● Students are expected to have instrumental lessons for
the duration of the course, which can either be at QE
or privately arranged outside of school. This is
essential to musical progress. Please email
musiclessons@queenelizabeths.com for more information.

As there is only one class in year 10 and spaces are
limited, we unfortunately cannot guarantee a place for
every student who applies

Examples of previous vocational music students:

*pop singers      * guitarists         *bassists
*drummers          *keyboard players

*horn players (trumpet/trombone/sax)

Students who achieve at least a Merit overall are able to
continue their music studies at level 3 RSL (post-16)

Students who wish to study A-Level Music MUST study GCSE Music
in yrs 10 & 11. It is also advisable to see what universities’
entrance requirements are for their music degrees.
Some ‘conventional’/’classical’ music courses require A level
Music.
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OVERVIEW OF YOUR
PRE-COURSE

SUMMER INDUCTION WORK

YOU CAN THINK OF YOUR INDUCTION WORK AS
HAVING 2 STRANDS:

1. PRACTISING YOUR INSTRUMENT/VOCALS

2. LISTENING TO AND ANALYSING VARIOUS
POP AND ROCK MUSIC STYLES

THIS BOOKLET WILL GUIDE YOU THROUGH SOME OF
THE ABOVE, STEP-BY-STEP, WITH THE SUGGESTED
NUMBER OF HOURS’ WORK REQUIRED.
There will be an initial brief set, which
sets up a real-life scenario.
You will then see an explanation of what
this means for YOU, what EVIDENCE you have
to produce.
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UNIT PREP: LIVE MUSIC PERFORMANCE
INSTRUMENTAL STUDY

YOUR TASKS:
The Brief

You are to prepare a showreel of your performing
ability on an instrument (including voice) of your
choice, to promote yourself to a local music agency
looking for new talent. Successful applicants will be
called in to audition live for a music industry gig
with studio time attached.

What this means for you

You need to plan your showreel...
● What pieces could you perform?

● Do you need a selection of styles, or just one
full length performance? How do you prepare for
this?

● What practice regime will you create?

● How do you log your progress, and analyse your
performances?

● Who could give you honest feedback before you
create and release your showreel?
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● How do you present your showreel professionally?

● What recording equipment do you already have?
Could you invest in more software/borrow a camera,
etc? What help is there online?

● How do you stand out from the hundreds of other
musicians who also want to be successful? Can you
work on your image, you ‘brand’?

● Do you possess technical skills which would
impress other musicians? How do you show this?

● Are you an individual or a clone of a
singer/musician you love? How will the agency
remember YOU when they receive hundreds of
showreels?

● Do you compose original material? Would this help
you?

● Should you talk to camera about you and your
musical interests so that people can get an idea
of your personality and whether they’d like
working with you?

These and other questions you might think of should be
used to plan your preparation and research for this
project. You cannot randomly pick a piece, switch on
your phone and just record it.
THE MUSIC BUSINESS IS EXTREMELY COMPETITIVE AND THERE
ARE MANY TALENTED MUSICIANS OUT THERE. SO YOU WILL
HAVE TO WORK VERY HARD TO PRODUCE A PROFESSIONAL
SHOWREEL OF YOUR ABILITIES IN ORDER TO COMPETE.
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AN EXAMPLE OF A SHOWREEL

On the RSL Induction Google Classroom is an
example of a song I recorded recently and which
shows some of my musical performance ability.

It isn’t perfect by any means, and task 1 is for
you to analyse the video, suggesting what works
well and is successful, and what needs more
work/changing/rethinking.

YOUR JOB IS NOT TO BE KIND! IT IS TO COLDLY ANALYSE
WHAT WORKS AND WHAT NEEDS IMPROVING!

Remember...
Everything which is seen and heard makes an
impression (positively or negatively) on the
viewer.

Below is a chart you can use/adapt to help you
to order your thoughts when analysing
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Analysis of SHG SHOWREEL: Just The 2 Of Us
(2 HOURS’ WORK)

Playing
analysis

Singing
analysis

Areas to
improve

Personal
Image
analysis

Set analysis
(background)

Areas to
improve
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Video
production
analysis

Audio
recording
analysis
(Incl. mix)

Areas to
improve

Choice of Song
analysis

Areas to improve
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There are other aspects of the showreel you
might wish to analyse and comment on too.
Use this format as a guide - you can adapt
as you wish.
Conclusions:

From your analysis and research, what
conclusions can you draw? How can this help
YOU create a successful showreel of your
performing? Write down YOUR top ten tips
below, WITH EXPLANATION:

MY TOP 10 TIPS FOR SHOWREEL CREATION (1HR)

1.

2.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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10.

Planning Your Performance

You will now need to brainstorm possible versions of
your showreel.
You will need firstly to write down ALL your ideas,
without filtering them. If you have a cool idea, don’t
shut it down, write it down!
It might be unrealistic eventually, but might lead you
to another idea which is more doable.     (2 HRS)

Use the space below...
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Stage 2: start to edit all your ideas, and select the
ones you feel are your best.

Start a new brainstorm process using these filtered
ideas as the starting points:
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You may need to brainstorm more, or move on to some
detailed planning.

Using the table below, or your own format if you wish,
start to fill out the details of each aspect of your
showreel. (1.5 Hrs)

Material to
perform

Backing
track(s)
required?

Location of
backing
track(s)

Performance
Equipment
required

Type of
recording
(audio/video)

Equipment/
software
required/
available to
record

Location
of
recording
/
Set
dressing/
Lighting
etc

Other notes
regarding
recording/
production
techniques
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Post
production
Ideas
e.g.edits/add
text/FX, etc.

Personal
Image
Requirements
(hair/make-up)

Personal
image -
clothes

Miscellaneous
Notes
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STORYBOARDING YOUR SHOWREEL

Video makers often sketch out what their project will
look like. Depending on the number of cameras,
available editing software, audio recording equipment
etc., they can often go into a lot of detail

1.Making a music video on your phone.

Click HERE to watch a video all about creating a music
video just using your phone. (1+ Hrs)

Make notes below as you watch it:

2.Create a storyboard of your intended music showreel
You can do this freehand or by using online software.
(2 Hrs)
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MY SHOWREEL STORYBOARD
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REHEARSAL PLAN

YOU NOW need to produce a plan for your practice
schedule, so that your showreel contains the very best
of your performance ability. (1 to 2 hrs planning)

What research could you do into the piece(s) you’re
going to perform? Are there (professional)
performances online you could analyse?

How much practice will be required? How are you going
to add this into your day?

How are you going to keep a record of this practice?

Who can listen to your playing and offer honest
advice?
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You need to set short- and longer term goals for this
project. (You should break pieces into sections and
hone in on these smaller areas, then start to join
them together until the piece is complete and you can
play it all).

How will the performance create impact? What do you
look like when you’re playing and being filmed? Can
you get tips for stagecraft from online help?

Your answers to these and other questions will be
assessed as evidence of your good professional
practice. So will the practice diaries
(video/written/web based).

Suggested amount of practice (minimum): 3 hours per
week. (Serious/professional musicians practice 6-8
hours per DAY)
YOU MUST COMMIT TO AND WANT TO PRACTISE! If it’s
something of a chore for you, you are on the WRONG
COURSE! Practice should be something that is part of
your life, that you do as naturally as eating.
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You will have to produce and post your completed
showreel by August 27th 2021.

You will need to get the google drive app on your
phone/tablet, and then upload your completed showreel
to your QE Google drive.
You will then post this document into our classroom
and any other docs you’ve created, plus add your
video.
IMPORTANT:

PLEASE DO NOT EMAIL VIDEOS DIRECTLY TO ME
VIDEOS MUST BE APPROPRIATE FOR VIEWING BY ANYONE.
EXPLICIT LANGUAGE AND IMAGES ARE NOT ALLOWED.
YOU MUST BE DRESSED APPROPRIATELY
DO NOT FILM IN PRIVATE AREAS OF YOUR RESIDENCE WHICH
ARE IDENTIFIABLE, E.G. BEDROOM/BATHROOM
BACKGROUNDS SHOULD NOT CONTAIN PERSONAL ITEMS/PHOTOS
ETC
PARENTS/GUARDIANS MUST VIEW VIDEO BEFORE POSTING, AND
EMAIL MR GLOVER TO PERMIT VIDEO BEING UPLOADED TO
GOOGLE CLASSROOMS ONLY
VIDEOS MAY NOT BE DOWNLOADED BY OTHER STUDENTS AND
SHARED UNLESS GIVEN EXPRESS PERMISSION BY THE STUDENT
AND PARENTS AND MR GLOVER
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STRAND 2:
MUSIC KNOWLEDGE DEVELOPMENT

THIS INDUCTION WORK IS AN INTRODUCTION TO A 4 CREDIT
UNIT IN WHICH STUDENTS HAVE TO SHOW THEIR KNOWLEDGE AND
UNDERSTANDING OF A WIDE RANGE OF MUSICAL STYLES, AND
DEMONSTRATE SOME ANALYTICAL MUSICAL SKILLS.

Learners will demonstrate their knowledge and understanding of the key
elements of music, through consideration of the following:

Tonality – Learners will identify the Major/Minor, Tonal/Atonal characteristics
of the track

Tempo – Learners will identify the tempo and relate this to the feel of the
track

Instrumentation – Learners will identify contemporary instrumentation
present on the selected track and describe the effect this instrumentation
has on the overall recording

Lyrical content – Learners will consider and analyse lyrical content (where
appropriate) and analyse the tracks meaning

Production techniques – Learners will recognise the balance of the tracks
mix, panning, effects, and EQ.
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TASK ONE:

Explain fully the following key vocabulary  (1.5 HRS)

TONALITY:

ATONALITY:

CHORD:

MAJOR:

MINOR:

SCALE:

INTERVAL (PITCH):

INSTRUMENTATION:

TEXTURE:

MULTI-TRACK RECORDING:
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DAW/sequencing:
OVERDUBBING:

EQ:

COMPRESSION:

NOISE GATE:

PANNING:

FX:

Sampling:

TASK 2:

a)LISTEN TO Daft Punk’s Around the World

b)Watch this video where a producer tries to recreate
the track in the studio.

Make notes on this video below, as it will help you
with the following analysis.
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c) plan your analysis of this track:
You should comment on the following areas:

KEY TEMPO STRUCTURE INSTRUMENTATION

STUDIO PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (sampling/FX etc)

STYLISTIC TRAITS (“SONIC FINGERPRINTS”)

YOU COULD CREATE A GOOGLE SLIDES PRESENTATION FOR THE
SONGS WHICH ALSO CONTAIN LINKS, IMAGES, VIDEOS ETC.
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d) Now choose another 2 songs from the following list
and do a similar analysis:

BOB MARLEY: COULD YOU BE LOVED

PAUL SIMON: CALL ME AL

BEYONCE: CRAZY IN LOVE

ACDC: BACK IN BLACK

THE BEATLES: TOMORROW NEVER KNOWS

ALL WORK FOR THIS STRAND NEEDS
TO BE COMPLETED AND UPLOADED TO
OUR GOOGLE CLASSROOM BY August
27th 2021
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FAQ

Q. I don’t have a smart phone so I can’t record a
showreel.

A. You should contact Mr Glover immediately who will
be able to advise. Remember you can borrow someone
else’s to record your showreel. Also, you will need a
recording device during the course, starting this
September, so think about getting a phone if that’s
possible.

Q. I’ve got a phone but don’t know how to record on it.

A. There are hundreds of YouTube tutorials on-line
which are great learning resources. Google your
phone/app and take some time out to learn the
software. You will use video recording a great deal in
the course to plot your progress.

Q. My phone’s not that good, will people with the
latest iphone have an advantage?

A. NO. Lots of great music was recorded on equipment
far more basic than any modern smartphone, so no, it’s
all about IDEAS, BEING CREATIVE, BEING IMAGINATIVE and
PLANNING YOUR RECORDINGS. Ever heard the phrase ‘All
the gear, no idea?’ Better to have an older phone that
you understand how to use fully, than a brand new top
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of the range smartphone which baffles you and which
you can’t work.

Q. What sort of thing can my showreel be?

A. Think about the purpose of your/any showreel. You
are showing the viewer who you are MUSICALLY, and as a
PERSON. If you want to show you are imaginative and
creative, don’t just film yourself from one angle
straight on in one room, wearing boring clothes like
you’re doing a YouTube video tutorial on wiring some
downlights. You are trying to impress, so EVERY FACET
of your showreel, your playing/singing, your personal
image, your stagecraft, the video production and audio
quality, EVERYTHING sends a message to the viewer about
how professional you are, how much attention to detail
you put in. YOU ARE SELLING YOURSELF!

So, think about location, lighting, what your image
is, does it suit the style of music/represent
YOU(heavy rocker dressed in leather singing a Spice
Girls song?!?), have you practised enough to get the
performance right when you’re recording,etc.

Q. What if I don’t understand what you want me to do on
a certain part of this booklet?

A.Try reading it again more slowly. I want students to
become self-sufficient and independent as much as
possible. If you are still unsure, email Mr Glover
with your question. Try and phrase it as ‘Do you want
me to… for this topic’ rather than ‘I don’t know what
to do about…’
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LINKS

Rock School Ltd (course provider):

https://www.rslawards.com/vocational/music-practitioner
s/

RSL Induction google classroom code:
sp5oyo4
YOU WILL RECEIVE AN INVITATION TO THIS CLASS ANYWAY

COURSE LEADER:
MR S GLOVER, DIRECTOR OF MUSIC, QE SCHOOL, WIMBORNE
sglover@queenelizabeths.com
01202 885233 (office hours)
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